What do you think of Amherst Alley construction?

Karen Wohl '86, Course VI-L, Baker House:
"I think it's a good idea that they're reconstructing it, but... it's kind of silly that they're only making it one way... The street is still the same width. I think it's kind of silly that they're making it go in the same direction as Memorial Drive. ... Someone at Baker House was sending around a petition trying to make it go east, which I think would be a lot smarter." 

John Koonsen '87, Course XIV, Burton House:
"It's a good idea. I think the construction firm they chose is pretty poor. What I heard was it was supposed to be done this summer... If you ever walk by here and you take a look at the work, these people are doing, they're not doing anything. They're standing around... What have these guys done in the last month? I think that doesn't make too much sense because Memorial Drive also runs east, so it seems that in order for people to go the other way, I don't see how they're going to do that except drive all the way around and come back here." 

Lianna Cottard '86, Course III, Burton House:
"Well, I think it's a good idea because I know that these people [at Baker House] have had a hard time coming out. I don't think it was handled very well. It was supposed to be finished... By Rush... I think it looks terrible. I guess it'll probably look good later. And it really kills me that they took those trees out... Frankly I think what will happen is that people who would normally be driving down Memorial Drive would take shortcuts through here. We don't need city traffic." 

Jean Rose G, Course XII, Tang Hall:
"I don't like how they took those trees out. I like the fact that it's going to be a one-way street. The traffic here was too heavy, and now I think it's going to be okay. Either way it's okay... I think east would be a better idea." 

John Koonsen '87, Course XIV, Burton House:
"It's a good idea. I think the construction firm they chose is pretty poor. What I heard was it was supposed to be done this summer... If you ever walk by here and you take a look at the work these people are doing, they're not doing anything. They're standing around... What have these guys done in the last month? I think that doesn't make too much sense because Memorial Drive also runs east, so it seems that in order for people to go the other way, I don't see how they're going to do that except drive all the way around and come back here." 

Gary Wyetzner '85, Course VI-L, Baker House:
"Yes it's a good idea! Because I almost got killed a few times by cars coming by. The direction really doesn't make a difference... I had a car one summer, and it really didn't matter much." 

Valerie Brown '87, Course VII, Next House:
"I'm glad they're doing it, but I don't think they should make this one way at all. I live in Next House, and it's just going to isolate us. We signed a petition saying that we wanted it to be two-way..."